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17.08.2016  

 

From 

MAKEDONSKI TELEKOM AD - SKOPJE 

Address: Kej 13 Noemvri No. 6, 1000 Skopje, Republic of Macedonia 

 

Subject: Nomination for the WITSA Global ICT Excellence Awards 2016 

 

To the WITSA Awards Selection Committee 

 

Regarding the nomination from the Macedonian Chamber of Information and Communication Technologies – 

MASIT, please find below our application for the WITSA Global ICT Excellence Awards 2016 in the category 

Sustainable Growth Award.  

 

NOMINATED SOLUTION  

Integrated system for automatic vehicle location and automatic fare collection for the Skopje public transport 

company  

Nowadays, as cities are becoming part of the global environment, implementing advanced and innovative ICT 

solutions for better urban life is one of the most important, yet challenging tasks for the city authorities. The City of 

Skopje is no exception to this. With the increasing citizens’ demands and shrinking budgets, the City had to find, 

new efficient ways to optimise the public transport, cut down costs and provide better services for the citizens.   

The system for public mass city and suburban passenger transport is a very complex system that requires long-term, 

optimal and high-quality solutions for improving the service quality, efficiency and management. Improving the 

public transport attractiveness is a necessity for every city in order to improve the urban experience for the citizens 

and visitors. 

Prior to the implementation of the integrated automatic location system and electronic fare collection system in the 

vehicles of JSP Skopje, there was no single communication system for running and controlling the traffic within JSP. 

The vehicles from the JSP fleet were partially equipped with a radio – telecommunication system, connected through 

a dispatcher centre that was used to control and regulate the transport only on the lines maintained by JSP. The 

private operators had no control system whatsoever. 

The system implemented for the needs of the Public transport company, consists of two integrated sub-systems: 

system for automatic location of the public busses and electronic system for fare collection in the public transport. 

Although the sub-systems consist of many functional modules, they have a unique access point and share the same 

database.   
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The subsystem for automatic vehicle location is a centralised telemetric solution for public transport, providing a 

comprehensive set of tools for automation of all processes of planning, real-time control, and management of mass 

transit operations in urban and extra-urban areas. 

The subsystem for automated vehicle location has the following functionalities:  

 Preparation of the timetable and schedule of driver personnel, 
 Managing the vehicles in the network of lines, 
 Improving the quality of the service (regularity, safety, punctuality), 
 Increasing the efficiency of the public transport system, 
 Optimization and integration of the network of lines, 
 Control of the implementation of the planned timetable, 
 Control of the work of the drivers (reducing the speed, changing the movement route, etc.), 
 Possibility for timely and efficient response by the transport organizer in case of unplanned situations in 

traffic, 
 Raising the level of safety of the drivers and passengers, 
 Possibility for realistic evaluation by the city authorities of the percentage of execution of the planned 

timetable, if payments are made per kilometre, 
 Providing better information for the passengers   

The sub-system for electronic fare collection in the JSP Skopje vehicles (AFC – Automatic fare collection system in 

vehicles), is a highly professional solution for automatic charging which is integrated with the existing AVL. The AFC 

solution is scalable, configurable and supports remote administration, monitoring and updating. The solution 

consists of several modules and components such as terminals (validators, POS terminals...) units for encoding, 

contactless smart cards and processing centre. 

Benefits of the electronic fare collection subsystem: 

 Managing the revenues,  
 Improvement and development of the tariff policy and the tariff system, 
 Possibility for integration of the tariff system for all participants in the public transport of passengers and 

clearing the revenues between various entities that take part in the transport, 
 Reducing abuses committed with forging tickets, 
 Obtaining data on transported passengers per category, line and corridor, 
 Simplicity and accessibility for the passengers in using the system, 
 Enabling high number of various types of payments, discounts and benefits depending on the category of 

the passengers, number of trips, time of day when the trip was done, etc. 
 Collecting various statistics data where the profitability of a certain line and corridor can be calculated with 

high accuracy. 
 

Customer contact information: 

Public Transport Enterprise - JSP Skopje 

„Alexander the Great“10, Skopje 

Phone: +389 2 3174-264 

www.jsp.com.mk 

 

Contact person:  

Igor Janushev  
CEO of the Public Transport Company – JSP Skopje  
igor.janusev@jsp.com.mk 

http://www.jsp.com.mk/
mailto:igor.janusev@jsp.com.mk
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REASONS FOR NOMINATION  

The project for the implementation of the integrated system for automatic vehicle location and automatic fare 

collection in the public busses was the first smart city project in the country. Following the example of the world 

metropolises, Makedonski Telekom led the transformation of the City of Skopje into a modern and smart city. This 

system presents an excellent opportunity to promote mass public transport, manage transport demand, reduce 

traffic jams and air pollution. Additionally, providing a fast, transparent and simple fare collection significantly 

improved the customer experience for both citizens and tourists.  

With this system, the Skopje public transport company, managed to modernise and optimise its operations, thus 

improving the quality of public traffic, providing faster and more efficient transport in the capital and increasing the 

long-term attractiveness of public transport. Now, the City of Skopje is able to monitor in real-time the city traffic 

network and passenger movement, as well as to control, regulate and adjust the transport service. The introduction 

of this system has lead to numerous economic and social benefits, starting with the transport service improvement, 

keeping up to the bus timetables, bus route optimization and reduction of the waiting times in line with the current 

developments in the City traffic. 

Following the smart city concept, the solution aims to diminish the social and economic problems of the citizens by 

providing better and more reliable public transport, creating sustainable economic development and improved 

quality life of both citizens and tourists. Additionally, the innovative elements in this project and the application of 

new state-of-the-art technologies ensure the protection of the environment. Hence, the nomination for this solution is 

in the category of sustainable growth.  

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

In order to provide more information regarding the nominated solution, please take into consideration our 

supporting documentation, consisting of:  

 Detailed technical description of the solution  
 User interface of the solution  
 Publications about the solution 
 Solution benefits for the target group  
 Customer testimonial about the solution and the process of implementation  
 End-users’ experiences with the system (What they said about the system) 
 Description of the innovative elements of the solution  
 Marketing materials  

o Presentation of the solution  
o Videos of the solution (linked within the presentation) 
o Solution info-graphic  
o Posters  
o Customer video 1 https://vimeo.com/133425702  
o Customer video 2   https://vimeo.com/149859025   

 

 

On behalf of Makedonski Telekom AD – Skopje 

Slobodanka Jakimovska Josifovic  

Business Development and ICT Services and Solutions Design and Development Director 

 

https://vimeo.com/133425702
https://vimeo.com/149859025

